Our student assistant scheme has been carefully designed for people that
would like to experience the benefit of mixing lessons at Churchill House
with practical work experience in the school. Essentially, our student
assistants are half Churchill House employee and half Churchill House
pupil. If you are interested in getting some work experience whilst still
improving your language skills – our student assistant scheme could be
right for you.
----------------------------------

Job Description
General Overview:
Student assistants study and work at Churchill House in Ramsgate. Days
are divided into morning and afternoon sessions and student assistants will
have lessons for one of these sessions and work for the other. Student
Assistant posts are available for 9 or 12 months.
Wage:
Students assistants will receive the national minimum wage per hour.
However, as part of the student assistant scheme, employees must use
their wages to repay the school for the cost of their tuition and half of their
accommodation each week. During peak summer periods (July & August)
where students will work a full day, the school will pay student assistants a
£30 supplement each week that is not used to repay accommodation or
tuition costs.
Working Hours:
Student assistants work for 25 hours each week at the school. Generally,
employees are scheduled to work either in the mornings or the afternoons
for up to 5 hours each weekday. During the peak summer season (July &
August) students will work a full day and forgo their lessons at the school.
Accommodation:
Student assistants are provided with accommodation with one of our
existing host families in Ramsgate. As part of the student assistant
scheme, half of the cost for the employee’s weekly accommodation is paid
directly through their wages. The remaining 50% of the weekly
accommodation costs must be paid by the student themself.
Duties:
Student assistants may be stationed with any of the schools departments.
Roles can vary greatly but most will include general administrative work
combined with practical opportunities to use spoken and written English.
Necessary Qualifications:
No qualifications are necessary to become a student assistant. All
applications are welcome.

